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Summary:
Data converters are one of the most fundamental building blocks in mixed-signal systems. This course will introduce the fundamental principles of Analog to Digital Converters (ADC) including the most common Nyquist-rate and oversampling (Delta-Sigma) architectures. The 3-day course will cover basic system and circuit architectures, performance metrics, data converter characterization, performance limitations and tradeoffs, practical implementations and design procedures. ADC topologies including Flash, two-step, pipelined, SAR, integrating, and delta-sigma and their applications to wireless transceivers.

Learning Objectives:
Upon completing the course, the participant will be able to:

- Understand data converters system specifications, performance metrics and data sheets, and data converters characterization.
- Understand performance tradeoffs (power, area, sampling rate, resolution, etc...).
- Understand basic circuit topologies and circuit design procedure of the most common Nyquist-rate and oversampling (Delta-Sigma) ADCs and their applications to wireless transceivers.

Target Audience:
Analog and mixed-signal IC design engineers, researchers and graduate students who are interested in data converter design, and mixed-signal SoC designers. In addition, product, test, and application engineers will learn about testing and characterization of data converters and their limitation.

Outline:

Day One – System level concepts, performance metrics and limitations, Flash ADCs

Day Two – Nyquist-rate ADCs
Continuation of the Flash ADC topology: design procedure and circuit implementation, practical performance limitations and non-idealities; sub-ranging and two-step ADCs; Pipelined ADCs; SAR ADCs.

Day Three – Nyquist-rate ADCs and Oversampling (Delta-Sigma) ADCs
The integrating ADC topology, oversampling ADC Architectures (Sigma-Delta): One-bit Converters, Noise Shaping, higher order noise-shaping, circuit implementation examples of 2nd-order multi-level sigma-delta ADCs, applications to wireless transceivers.
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